
Where are areas of surplus and deficit located globally?
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Henri Matisse. “Creativity takes courage”

De Lacy Academy Art Learning Journey

7
YEAR

Who is Leonardo 
Da Vinci?

Record 
ideas 
skilfully 
through 
drawing

Design a range of skate 
products for a 
company. Apply your 
designs to the product.

How do we use tone?

Who was Dali?

Is street 
art a 
crime?

Illustration

How do you create 
sketchbook pages effectively 

Oil pastel

Who were the Celts  

Lino cuts

Clay work

Who was Picasso?

What is 
Cubism?

How do you develop 
an original idea? How do you annotate your 

work?

Wire/mod roc 
model making

11
YEAR

Key Skills and Artists you 
should know

Who is 
Rembrandt?

Learning to cross 
hatchWho is Georges-

Pierre SueratWho is Käthe Kollwitz?

What is pointillism?

Using acrylic and colour
mixing 

How do we use 
charcoal?

Who is Van Gogh?

Who is Jon Burgerman?

Using watercolourDiscussions around the 
rights and wrongs of 

graffiti

Learning to 
research artists

How do you 
create a 
mono print?

Oil pastel 
work

Experimenting with 
materials

Experiment with tonal 
techniques showing control. 

Jon Burgerman Key Skills 2 Printing

Experiment with 
cubism techniques

What is collage?

Develop a cubist 
composition

Create a personal 
cubist painting

Picasso

Artist research

Incredible edibles

Start of the art gcse How significant was the 
contribution of Empire 
soldiers?

Experiments with 
media

Chuck Close portrait 
project

Colour/shape/ton
e/observation

Choosing your medium

Experiments

painting

drawings

Prints

charcoal

linocuts

Celtic Knots

Mono prints

watercolor chalk

Contextual studies

Tim Burton Project

Prepares you for further study in:
Art, illustration, Graphics, fashion, design, game 
design, architecture, critical writing, 3d design, 
ceramics

Prepares you for roles in:
Teaching, industry, creative design companies, 
independent career as an artist. 

How do we annotate effectively 
and why

Why were the 
Vietcong so effective?

Mechanical 

organic

Josh Bryan

Pop art

Text images

Develop final ideas

Primary source 
inspiration

Pop Art logo artExam

Put your learned skills 
into the GCSE 
assessments

Respond to briefs

Develop 
portfolio

C
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Realism

Final Ideas


